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Installing R and RStudio (written by Dr. Martin Calvino) 
 
R is a software environment for statistical computing and graphics. It is widely used in data 
science. RStudio is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that facilitates working with R 
because it provides a code editor, debugging features, and visualization tools.  
 
R must be installed prior to RStudio 
 
Installing R 
R is open source and thus freely available. Please go to http://cran.wustl.edu and select the link 
according to your computer’s operating system: 
 

 
Once the download is complete, run the installer to open the R Setup Wizard and follow the 
instructions.  
 
Installing RStudio 
Please go to https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/ and download the RStudio 
Desktop version (which is FREE) corresponding to your computer’s operating system: 
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When the download is complete, run the installer and follow instructions. When your installation 
is complete, launch RStudio and you will encounter a GUI (Graphical User Interface) with three 
panes; the console (positioned left), the workspace (positioned top-right) and the notebook 
(positioned bottom-right): 
 

 
 
The code editor pane (where you will write your code) becomes visible (as the top-left pane) 
when you select File, New File, RScript on the menu bar. The default layout positions for the 
panes is shown below: 
 

 
 
You will encounter the default ‘white appearance’ of the RStudio GUI, you can customize it by 
setting its features.  
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Setting Preferences in RStudio: Work Organization and Management 
It is important to keep yourself organized when working in RStudio. Keeping your R scripts and 
data files in the same folder is a good practice. You will set the preferences of RStudio in a way 
that will help you achieve a good work ethic. 
 
On your desktop, create a folder named myR_scripts 
 
Select Tools, Global Options to open the Options Dialog. You can do the same by selecting 
RStudio, Preferences. Keep the Options Dialog window open for now. 
 
Set up your recently created myR_scripts folder/directory as your default working directory by 
selecting General from the Options Dialog window under the title R Sessions. Subsequently, 
under the title Workspace, uncheck the box indicating ‘Restore .RData into workspace at startup’ 
and select Never as the option to ‘Save workspace to .RData on exit’: 
 

 
 
Click on the Apply button at the bottom-right of the Options Dialog window. You are all set! 
 
 
R practitioners keep all the files associated with a project together (input data, R scripts, 
analytical results, and figures). RStudio enable this approach via Projects. Select File, New Project 
then New Directory and finally Empty Project / New Project. When the New Project Wizard 
window appears write analysis_bank_data_2020_NJ as directory name and select myR_scripts 
as subdirectory: 
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Select Create Project and a new R session will open. You are all set! 
 
 
DOWNLOAD dataset 
We will learn and practice our data science skills by analyzing a dataset composed of home 
mortgage applications for the state of New Jersey for the year 2020. We will focus on Bank of 
America only. You will download this dataset from the following link:  
https://ffiec.cfpb.gov/data-browser/data/2020?category=states&items=NJ&leis=B4TYDEB6GKMZO031MB27 
 

 
 
Place your recently downloaded dataset (it is a .csv file named 
state_NJ_lei_B4TYDEB6GKMZO031MB27.csv) inside the folder analysis_bank_data_2020_NJ you 
created earlier. This folder is within the folder named myR_scripts you had created. You are all 
set! 


